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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 Computer graphics since ages and on, being used to portray things as visible to the 

human eye and this project is one such effort to represent a few graphical figure in 3-

DimentionaL model.OpenGL provides a set of commands to render 3D objects that means 

you provide the data in an OpenGL usable form and OpenGL will show this data on the 

screen. The project is intended to depict the usage of graphics for prototyping the various 

geometrical models. 

 

In the project ‘MULTIMIRROR’, the computer graphics concepts along with the 

OpenGL functions are used. It consist ofgeometric objects such as sphere, cone,teapot etc. 

The “multimirror”, which is implemented using OpenGL, makes the viewer familiar to 

different viewing concepts,lighting and shading concepts and many tools available in 

OpenGL. This project has a view of a room with multimirror. The main intension is viewing 

the object in user convenient angles. Each time we run the program, the default view of the 

multimirror is shown. Using keyboard function, the view of the room can be changed. And 

usingmenu function we can also change the rotating objects around the cone as required.   

 

The room has many mirrors, a cone and a rotating object around the cone. We can see 

rotation of objects in mirrors. We also use coloring in OpenGL, lighting and shadows, menus 

etc. This project haskeyboard interactions. In the program it is implemented such that 

whenever the specified key in the keyboard is pressed, the top view of the room is visible. 

Also by using some specified keys we can increase the number of mirrors in the room. 
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Chapter 2 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

2.1 Introduction to computer graphics: 

 Perhaps the dominant characteristic of this new millennium is how computer and 

communication technologies have become dominant forces in our lives. The combinations of 

computers and networks and the complex human visual system,through computer 

graphics,has led to new ways of displaying information,seeing virtual worlds and 

communicating with people and machines. 

 

 Computer graphics is concerned with all aspects of producing pictures or images 

using a computer. The field began humbly almost 50 years ago,with the display of few lines 

on Cathode Ray Tube(CRT). We can create images by the computer that are 

indistinguishable from photographs of real objects. We routinely train pilots with simulated 

airplanes,generating graphical displays of a virtual environment in real time. Feature-length 

movies made entirely by computer have been successful,both critically and financially. 

Massive multiplayer games can involve tens of thousands of concurrent participants. 

 

OpenGL,a graphics software system has become a widely accepted standard for developing 

graphics applications. Fortunately OpenGL is easy to learn and it possesses most of the 

characteristics of other popular graphics system. 
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2.2 Applications  of  Computer Graphics 

The development of computer graphics has been driven both by the needs of the user 

community and by the advances in hardware and software. The applications of computer 

graphics are many and varied; it can be divided into four major areas: 

1. Display of information. 

2. Design. 

3. Simulation and animation. 

4. User interfaces. 

 

Display of information: 

It is human’s ability to recognize visual patterns that ultimately allows us to interpret the 

information contained in the data. The field of information visualization is becoming 

increasingly more important. Modern imaging technologies such as computed 

tomography(CT),magnetic resonance imaging(MRI),ultrasound, and positron -emission 

tomography(PET)-generate three dimensional data that must be subjected  to algorithmic 

manipulation to provide useful information. 

 

Design: 

Professions such as engineering and architecture are concerned with design. Starting with a 

set of specification engineers and architects seek a cost effective and esthetic solutions that 

satisfies the specifications. Design is an iterative process rarely in the real world is a problem 

specified such that there is a unique optimal solution. Design problems are either over 

determined such that theypossess no solution that satisfies all the criteria,much less than 
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optimal solution or underdetermined such that they have multiple solution that satisfy the 

design criteria. Thus the designer works iteratively.  

 

Simulation and Animation: 

 Once graphic systems evolved to be capable of generating sophisticated images in real time, 

engineers and researchers began to use them as simulators. One of the most important users 

has been in the training of pilots. Graphical flight simulators have proved to increase safety 

and to reduce training expenses. The use of special VLSI chips has led to a generation of 

arcade games as sophisticated as the flight simulators.  

 

User Interfaces 

Our interaction with computers has become dominated by a visual paradigm that includes 

windows,icons,menus,pointingdevice,such as a mouse. Although we are familiar with the 

style of graphical user interface used on mouse work stations,advances in computer graphics 

have made possible other forms of interfaces. 

 

2.3 What is OpenGL? 

 

OpenGL is a software interface to graphics hardware.This interface consists of about 

120 distinct commands,which you use to specify the objects and operations needed to 

produce interactive three-dimensional applications. 

 

OpenGL is designed to work efficiently even if the computer that displays the 

graphics you create isn’t the computer that runs your graphics program.This might be the 

case if you work in a networked computer environment where many computers are 

connected to one another by wires capable of carrying digital data.In this situation,the 

computer on programs can work across a network even if the client and server are different 

kinds of computers.If an OpenGL program isn’t running which your program runs and issues 
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OpenGL drawing commands is called the client,and the computer that receives those 

commands and performs the drawing is called the server.The format for transmitting 

OpenGL commands (called the protocol) from the client to the server is always the same,so 

OpenGL across a network,then there’s only one computerand it is both the client and the 

server. 

 

OpenGL is designed as a streamlined,hardware-independent interface to be 

implemented on many different hardware platforms.To achieve these qualities,no commands 

for performing windowing tasks or obtaining user input are included in OpenGL; instead,you 

must work through whatever windowing system controls the particular hardware you’re 

using.Similarly,OpenGL doesn’t provide high-level commands for describing models of 

three-dimensional objects. 

 

Such commands might allow you to specify relatively complicated shapes such as 

automobiles,parts of the body,airplanes,or molecules.With OpenGL,you must build up your 

desired model from a small set of geometric primitive-points,lines,and polygons. 

 

(A sophisticated library that provides these features could certainly be built on top of 

OpenGL in fact,that’s what Open Inventor is.See “OpenGL-related libraries” for more 

information about Open Inventor.) 

 

 

2.4 OpenGL Command Syntax 

 

As you might have observed from the simple program in the previous 

section,OpenGL commands use the prefix gl and initial capital letters for each word making 

up the command name (recall glClearColor(),for example.)Similarly,OpenGL defined 

constants begin with GL_use all capital letters,and use underscores(_) to separate words(like 

GL_COLOR_BUFFER_BIT). 

 

You might also have noticed some seemingly extraneous letters appended to some 

command names(the 3f in glcolor3f(),for example).It’s true that the Color part of the 

command name is enough to define the command as one that sets the current color. 
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2.5 OpenGL-related Libraries 

 

OpenGL provides a powerful but primitive set of rendering commands,and all higher-

level drawing must be done in terms of these commands. Therefore,you might want to write 

your own library on top of OpenGL to simplify your programming tasks.Also,you might 

want to write some routines that allow an OpenGL program to work easily with your 

windowing system.In fact,several such libraries and routines have already been written to 

provide specialized features,as follows.Note that the first two libraries are provided with 

every OpenGL implementation,the third was written for this book and is available using 

ftp,and the fourth is a separate product that’s based on OpenGL. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The OpenGL Utility Library(GLU) contain several routines that use lower-level 

OpenGL commands to perform such tasks as setting up matrices for specific viewing 

orientations and projections,performing polygon tessellation, and rendering surfaces.This 

library is provided as part of your OpenGL implementation.It’s described in more detail in 

Appendix C and in the OpenGL Reference Manual.The more useful GLU routines are 

described in the chapters in this guide,where they’re relevant to the topic being 

discussed.GLU routines use the prefix glu. 

  

The OpenGL Extension to the X window system(GLX) provides a means of creating 

an OpenGL context and associating it with a draw able window on a machine that uses the X 

Window System.GLX is provided as an adjunct to OpenGL.It’s described in more detail in 

both Appendix D and the OpenGL Reference Manual.One of the GLX routines (for 

swapping framebuffers)is described in “Animation”.GLX routines use the prefix glX. 

 

GLU 

Frame 

 Buffer 

GL Open GL 

application 

program 
Xlib,X

tk 
GLUT 

GLX 
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The OpenGL Programming Guide Auxiliary library was written specifically for this 

book to make programming examples simpler and yet more complete.It’s the subject of the 

next section,and it’s described in more detail in Appendix E.Auxiliary library routines use 

the prefix aux. “How to obtain the sample code” describes how to obtain the source code for 

the auxiliary library. 

 

Open Inventor is an object-oriented toolkit based on OpenGL that provides objects 

and methods for creating interactive three-dimensional graphics applications.Available from 

Silicon Graphics and written in C++,Open Inventor provides pre-built objects and a built-in 

event model for user interaction,high-level application components for creating and editing 

three-dimensional scenes,and the ability to print objects and exchange data in other graphics 

formats. 

Include Files: 

 

#include <GL/glut.h> Includes the OpenGL Utility Toolkit header file. This 

statement automatically includes gl.h, glu.h, and glx.h. And 

with Microsoft Windows, it includes the appropriate header 

file to access WGL. 

#include <GL/gl.h> Includes the OpenGL core header file. This file is required 

by all OpenGL applications. 

#include <GL/glu.h> Includes the OpenGL Utility Library header file. This file is 

needed by most OpenGL applications. 

 

2.6 OpenGL tools used 

 

glPushMatrix() and glPopMatrix()  : 

 

Sometimes we use some transformations after which we wish to return to the same state 

as before its execution. This situation occurs when we execute an instance transformation 

that applies to a particular object and does not apply to the following objects in the code. We 

can push the transformation matrix on a stack with glPushMatrix and recover it later with 

glPopMatrix. 
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glTranslated()  : 

Translation is an operation that displaces points by a fixed distance in a given 

direction. OpenGL has the built-in function   

glTranslate(xval,yval,zval) for the purpose. 

glScaled()  : 

Scaling is an affine non-rigid body transformation by which we can make an object 

bigger  

or smaller. The thickness and the shape of the objects can be altered using scaling 

tool.OpenGL provides us with glScale(xval,yval,zval) to serve the purpose. 

glRotated()  : 

An object can be rotated to any desired angle, in any desired direction. OpenGL has  

glScale(angle, xval, yval, zval) for the same. 

 

glutSolidCube()  : 

This function creates a solid cube with the specified size. 

 

glColor3f()  : 

This function specifies the color of a particular object that follows it. 

glColor3f(red,green,blue) 

 

glMaterialf() and glLightf()  : 

These functions are used to set the light effects of the objects on the display. 

 

 

glutSolidCube()  : 
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This built-in function enables us to create a solid cone with the specified size. 

  

glutSolidSphere()  : 

This function allows the user to create a solid sphere with specified radius and other 

required parameters. 

 

glMatrixMode(GL_MODELVIEW) , glMatrixMode(GL_PROJECTION)  : 

In OpenGL, the matrix that applies to all primitives is the product of the  

modelviewmatrices (GL_MODELVIEW)  and (GL_PROJECTION). We can manipulate the 

each individually by selecting the desired matrix by glMatrixMode. 

 

glLoadIdentity()   : 

This function sets a matrix to the identity matrix. 

 

gluLookAt()  : 

This built-in function allows us to set the camera position to the desired location,to 

set the focus and direction of view(up or down). 

gluLookAt(cam_pos(x),(y),(z),focus(x),(y),(z),look(x),(y),(z)) 

 

glOrtho() , glFrustum()  : 

These functions are used to alter the window size in order to fit it to the display window 

user conveniently. 
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glViewport()  : 

A viewport is a rectangular area of the display window. By default, it is a entire 

window, but it can be set to any smaller size in pixels via the function   

 Void glViewport(GLintx,GLinty,GLsizeiw,GLsizei h) 

Where (x,y) is the lower left corner of the viewport, and w and h give the height     and  the 

width.    

 

glutInit()   : 

Before opening a window, there must be interaction between the windowing system 

and OpenGL. In GLUT,  this interaction is initiated by the init function call: 

glutInit(int *argc, char **argv);  

 

glutInitDisplayMode()  : 

It is used to specify the display mode. The initial display mode is generally  

 

glutInitDisplayMode(GLUT_SINGLE | GLUT_RGB); 

 

 For hidden surface removal, in our main program, we must request the auxiliary 

 

storage, a z(or depth) buffer by modifying the initialization of the display mode. 

 

glutInitDisplayMode(GLUT_SINGLE | GLUT_RGB | GLUT_DEPTH); 

 

 

glEnable()  : 

 

The z-buffer is one of the buffers that make up the frame buffer. The algorithm is 

enabled by the function call. 

glEnable(GL_DEPTH_TEST); 
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glClear()  : 
 

This function is used to clear the frame buffer,since the z-buffer algorithm stores the 

information in the depth buffer, we must clear this buffer whenever we wish to redraw the 

display. We modify the clear procedure in the display function:  

glClear(GL_COLOR_BUFFER_BIT | GL_DEPTH_BUFFER_BIT); 

 

glutInitWindowSize() , glutInitWindowPosition(), glutCreateWindow()  : 

These functions are used to create the display window with specified size and initial 

position. 

 

glutDisplayFunction()  : 

The graphics are sent to the screen through the function display call back. This 

function is named through the GLUT function and registered with the window system.The 

call back function itself decides the order of the execution of the function modules. The 

programmers need not worry about calling the functions in order.  

Void glutDisplayFunction(void (*func)(void))  

 

glutMainLoop()  : 

This GLUT function when executed causes the program to begin an event  

processingloop. If there are no events to process,the program will sit in a wait state, with our 

graphics on the screen, until we terminate the program. 
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Chapter 3 

 

ANALYSIS & REQUIREMENT SPECIFICATION 

 

3.1 Purpose 

Computer graphics is one of the most powerful and interesting facets of computers. 

There is a lot that can be done in graphics apart from drawing figures of various shapes such 

as video games, animation, multimedia which predominantly works based on computer 

graphics. Computer graphics started with the display of data on hardcopy plotters and 

cathode ray tube (CRT) screens soon after the introduction of computers themselves. It has 

become an integral part of all computer user interfaces and is indispensable for visualizing 

two dimensional, three dimensional and higher dimensional objects. 

 

The purpose of this document is to explain the functionality of the animated application. 

The study of requirement specification is focused specifically on the functioning of the 

system. It allows the developer/analyst to understand the system, function to be carried out, 

performance levels to be obtained and corresponding interfaces to be established. 

 

3.2Scope 

The scope of the project is to portray a 3D environment that provides the user with 

the example of various basic transformations and shading techniques available in OpenGL. It 

provides most of the features that a 3-D graphics editor should have. It is developed in C++. 

It has been implemented in WINDOWS platform 

 

3.3 Functional Requirements: 

 glutSolidSphere(); 

 glTranslate(); 

 glRotate(); 
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 glScale(); 

 glutSolidCone(); 

 glutSolidIcosahedron(); 

 glutSolidTeapot(); 

 glCullFace(); 

 keys(unsigned char key,intx,int y); 

 glStencilop(); 

 Main(); 

 
 

3.4 Non Functional Requirements 

 

Hardware specification 

 

Processor    : Genuine Intel Pentium iv processor 

Clock speed   : 1.33MHz 

Hard disk    : 4 GB 

Keyboard    : QWERTY 

RAM    : 512 MB 

Operating system   : Windows XP and later versions 

 

Software specification 

 

OpenGL libraries 

Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 
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Chapter 4 

DESIGN 

  

In three dimensional worlds,we can have a far greater varieties of geometric objects 

than we can in 2 dimensions. In three dimensional objects, but they are no longer restricted to 

lie in the same plane. 

Three features characterize 3 dimensional objects that fit well with existing graphics 

hardware and software: 

1.  The objects are described by their surface and can be thought of as being hollow. 

2. The objects can be specified through a set of vertices in three dimensions 

3. The objects either are composed of or be approximated by flat,convex polygons. 

The components of the proposed project are: 

1. CONE    :  This is the main object in the room and around this, objects will rotate. 

2. SPHERE:  This is the object which rotate around the cone. 

3. TEAPOT:  This object also rotates around the cone. 

4. MIRROR: This is used to get the images of objects in the room. 

 

PROCEDURE: 

 To create the room, the quad functionis used and customized according to our needs 

by taking appropriate measures. We have used the same above function for creating all walls 

and also ceiling and floor of the room.  The cone and teapot is created using the inbuilt 

function glutSolidCone and glutSolidTeapotrepecttivelyin OpenGL. Also we have used 
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inbuilt functions glutSolidIcosahedron, glutSolidSphere to create sphere with spike and 

sphere respectively. 

4.1 User Defined Functions 
 

The modules used are,  

 

 

 draw();  

 draw_cone(); 

 draw_mirror(); 

 draw_room(); 

 draw_scene(); 

 draw_sphere(); 

 get_secs(); 

 key(); 

 light(); 

 make_viewpoint(); 

 reflect_through_mirror(); 

 undo_reflect_through_mirror(); 

 

Discriptions of the above modules: 

 

Draw() 

This function is used to draw a red colored floor on the original scene. 

 

Draw_cone() 

This function is used to draw a cone on the floor. 

 

Draw_mirror() 

This function is used to draw a mirrror. 

 

Draw_room() 

This function is used to draw the walls of room. 
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Draw_sphere() 

These function are used to draw sphere in the room. 

 

Key() 

This function is used to get the top view of the room. Also we can increase or decrease the no 

of keys using specific keys. 

H / h      = top view  

. / > /=/+ = add mirrors 

, / < / - / _= delete mirrors 

 

Light() 

This function is used to change the rotating object based on mouse function. 

 

Make_viewpoint() 

This function is used to change the view of the room. 

 

Reflect_through_mirror() 

This function is used to get the mirror images of object and also it helps to add the mirrors. 

 

Undo_reflect_through_mirror() 

This function is used to remove the mirrors so that images can not produce. 

 

Main() 

This function is used to match the previously clicked object and the currentl clicked object 

and set the flags for disappeared matched blocks.  
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Chapter 5 

IMPLEMENTATION 

 

Rotation: 

Rotation concept is exhibited by rotating the 3 dimensional objects, whenever they 

are clicked. This is implemented by using OpenGL library functions as shown below, 

glRotatef(-90,1,0,0,);   

glRotatef(angle,0,1,0); 

 

Scale:  

Scaling is used in the project is to change the rotating object scale in one revolution 

for every 10 seconds. The OpenGL function is 

glScalef(0.18,0.18,0.18); 

glScalef(m->scale[0], m->scale[1], m->scale[2]); 

glScalef(1./m->scale[0], 1./m->scale[1], 1./m->scale[2]); 
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Translate: 

This concept is used many times in the program. It is used in positioning the objects 

with respect to the cone. For example, 

glTranslatef(m->trans[0], m->trans[1], m->trans[2]);                            

glTranslatef(-m->trans[0], -m->trans[1], -m->trans[2]); 

glTranslatef(0, -1, 0); 

glTranslatef(0, -.3, 0); 

glTranslatef(.6, 0, 0); 

   

Coloring: 

The objects in the room are given different colors to improve the looks of the project. 

For example, 

glColor3f(1, 0, 0);  

 

 

Mouse Function: 

Mouse function is used to switch the rotating object in the room, like selecting menu 

options. sample code is as shown below, 

For  menu attachment, 

glutCreateMenu(menu); 

glutAddMenuEntry("sphere with dot",1); 

glutAddMenuEntry("teapot",2); 

    glutAddMenuEntry("sphere",3); 

 

Lighting and shading: 
 

The lighting and shading are applied on the objects by using the following functions. 

 

 

  glEnable(GL_DEPTH_TEST);  

  glEnable(GL_LIGHTING); 

  glEnable(GL_LIGHT0); 

  glLightfv(GL_LIGHT0, GL_POSITION, lightpos); 

  glEnable(GL_CULL_FACE); 

  glDisable(GL_LIGHTING); 
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Chapter 6 

SNAPSHOTS 

Default view of themultimirror room

Using Menu to choose options

vkdmvkkmzdvkmxzlv kmsdcvflsvn 
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Sphere with dot object is rotating around the cone. 

 

 

Teapot object is rotating around the cone.
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Sphere object is rotating around the cone.

 

Topview of the mirror room.
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Chapter  7 

 

FUTURE WORK 

 

 

 Other features can be added to achieve  

 

1. User interactions. 

2. Can introduce few more objects. 

3. Lighting shades can be introduced. 

4. Shadow effect. 

5.Can provide more options in menu. 
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Chapter  8 

CONCLUSION 

Conclusion: 

Here we conclude that using OpenGL any form of images, designs and animations can be 

produced and also we can give realistic effects to it like in our project. 

 

 In OpenGL, we get smooth surface to draw the objects and we have provided texture 

and lighting effect to the objects. 

 

 We have used many built-in functions which are user friendly. 

    

 We have tried to use many of the graphic concepts using OpenGL such as translation, 

rotation, scaling viewer motions etc. 
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